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As You Like It is one of the finest plays of Shakespearean where the dramatic 

genius of the ‘Bard of Avon’ works wonders.  The critics like Charlton, Hazlitt, 

Ruskin have dwelt upon the romantic elements of this comedy such as love, music, 

beauty, pastoralism, feminine sensibility etc.  If we probe deeply into the dramatic 

texture of this play, it opens out vistas of deep concerns for environmentalism.  The 

play in general and its major parts (Acts I, II, II, IV & V) in the ‘Forest of Arden’ present an integral, an 

all-inclusive living of natural and cultural, emotional and intellectual, aristocratic  and pastoral elements.  

In other words, through judicious execution of the metaphor and other poetic devices or tropes 

Shakespeare could be able to bring about a happy reconciliation of opposite elements of human life 

powerfully pleading for harmony between ecology and literature.  This paper is a humble attempt to 

evaluate ‘As You Like It’ as a text which offers rich feast to build up metaphorically a valid argument for 

maintaining ecological balance and human goodness.   
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The ecocritical perspective thus developed will focus on relationship between humans and the 

environment thereby creating cultural consciousness for harmonious living.  The paper will implicitly and 

explicitly raise issues and concerns towards building up a creative & cultural awakening to overcome “the 

outrage done to nature”. (Wordsworth, 158) 

 As Ecocritics like Joseph Meeker, Daniel Botkin, Rueckert and Clark unanimously stress on the 

balance and harmony of human and natural world for the maintenance of environmental beauty, so great 

playwright like Shakespeare did intend to uphold values and beliefs for spiritual revival and social 

harmony through his characters.  Duke Senior and his team are all devoted to live a loving communitarian 

life as free human beings without any malice, pride and prejudice.  The kind of warmth, co-ordination, 

worldly wisdom, harmony and balance which all of the residents of the Forest of Arden maintain is a sure 

proof of their social as well as environmental consciousness.  All of them are perhaps, committed to 

guarantee a kind of life the ecocritic Clark hints at : “A fundamental unit will be the commune, a closely 

knit, small community based on love, friendship, shared values, and commitment to a common life…. 

cooperative institutions in all areas of social life will be formed: mutualistic associations for child care 

and education, for production and distribution, for cultural creation, for play and enjoyment, for reflection 

and spiritual renewal.  Organization will be based not on the demands of power, but rather on the self-

realization of person as free social beings. (Clark, 108) 

As Daniel Botkin observes: 

 

As long as we could believe that nature undisturbed was constant, we were 

provided with a simple standard against which to judge our actions, a 

reflection from a windless pond in which our place was both apparent and 

fixed, providing us with a sense of continuity and permanence that was 

comforting.  Abandoning these beliefs leaves us on an extreme existential 

position: we are like small boats without anchors in a sea of time; how we 

long for a safe barbor on a shore.  (Botkin, 188-89) 

 


